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By Krystal Chia
(Bloomberg) -- Iron ore wavered as investors weighed
China’s economic outlook after third-quarter growth missed
forecasts and steel output posted its biggest-ever decline.
China’s gross domestic product grew 4.9% on-year in the
third quarter, below a 5% estimate, with a weaker real estate
sector and an energy crisis dragging on growth. Still, the
property market is stabilizing and the impact of the power
crunch on the economy will be limited, a statistics bureau
spokesperson said.
Steel production in September slumped 21.2% on the year to
73.8 million tons for the lowest monthly haul since 2017. The
steep decline puts China on track to meet its pledge to cut
annual volumes. The world’s top steelmaking nation has rolled
out a series of steel output curbs in a push that’s also been
helped by softening demand from constructors.
With output expected to stay below 80 million tons for the
rest of this year, banks have downgraded price forecasts for
iron ore. Iron ore inventories at China’s ports surged by the
most since 2014 last week, according to Steelhome data.

Following sharp declines in output, mills in some provinces
including Tangshan, Jiangsu, Zhejiang and Anhui may raise output
this month as they have cut more than expected in September,
said Commonwealth Bank of Australia economist Kevin Xie. It’s
unlikely that authorities will relax curbs, though, given the
government’s drive to limit energy use, he said.
BHP Group will release production results on Tuesday, after
rival Rio Tinto Group last week downgraded its expectations for
annual iron ore shipments. BHP is expected to hit its 2021
production guidance after it performed well on fair weather and
good operations at Port Hedland in September, according to dry-
bulk researcher DBX Commodities.
Iron ore futures in China closed 1.7% lower at 711 yuan a
ton, while the contract in Singapore traded slightly lower by
5:47 p.m. local time after swinging between gains and losses.
Rebar and hot-rolled coil futures declined in Shanghai.


